
 

 

 

Event Report 
Team The Artistry Hub organized an event “THE ART LEGACY” based on the traditional form of art 
“TRUCK ART”. The purpose of this event was to provide the platform to those medicos who are still 
having some interest for arts and can spare their time for arts even after having such a tough routine 
in UVAS, Lahore. 

The Event was having three main segments: 

      Hands on Practice Session 

      Exhibition 

      Workshop 

During the Practice session we guided the students and provided them full material to do truck art in 
whatever way they want to. Moreover, we also gave them an option to submit their work and we 
selected top three submissions from the competition. This session continued for two days from 27th 
to 28th September, 2018. We got more then 80 articles for the exhibition day. 

 After this we had the event day on 4th of October where there was an exhibition of these all articles 
and a workshop where three speakers from National College of Arts (NCA) came and entertained the 
students through their knowledge of arts. 

It went a successful event Alhamdulillah. Almost 20 items were sell. There were Chinese delegates 
who visited our stalls and they also took some of the articles which they wanted to take. Exhibition 
was inaugurated by them and then they took a round of the whole exhibition, made some pictures 
with photo booth and then they moved towards the auditorium. They were much pleased to see 
such a talent in medicos. Many of the Articles were gifted to faculty members as our team wanted to    
give UVAS some of their artworks.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team The Artistry Hub - UVAS behind all the efforts for making this event named, The Art Legacy 
successful which is totally based on the traditional form of art, Truck Art. 
 

 


